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Disposal of Waste Equipment
Electrical and electronic waste equipment may contain valuable materials. 
However, it also contains hazardous substances that are necessary for the function and safety of the 
equipment. 
Hazardous substances that are disposed of or improperly disposed of as residual waste can harm human 
health and the environment. 
Therefore, old devices should not be disposed of as residual waste.

Instead, please use a collection area installed in your residence to recover and recycle electrical and 
electronic waste equipment.
For more information, please contact the retailer where you purchased the equipment.

Please keep old devices awaiting disposal out of the reach of children.
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Change History
The following table contains version information for this document and a history of significant changes. 

Version Date of Writing Changes

V1.0 10/31/2022 Newly prepared

V1.1 12/15/2022 Warning for using USB port is added. (“4.4 User 
Interface” of page 39)

V1.2 03/24/2023

 • Safety Precautions is added.
 • Precision Parking Settings is deleted.
 • Visual Marker size is changed. (“5.4 Visual 

Marker Installation” of page 64)
 • “Fig. 29: LED Indicator Color Status” of page 

44 is changed.
 • Caution of power strip rated capacity is added.

(“5.1.2 Charging Station Installation” of page 
53)

 • “2.6 Battery Precautions” of page 13 is 
changed. 
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Introduction

1. Introduction

1.1 Introduce the Product
Yujin Robot's GoCart180 is an autonomous driving-based transport platform that can be used in a variety of 
dynamic environments and logistics applications. By utilizing Yujin Robot's proprietary 3D ToF LiDAR-based 
intelligent autonomous driving technology, precise driving and obstacle avoidance are possible without 
the installation of driving aids such as magnetic lines or markers that previously had to be installed to use 
existing transport platform services.
The GoCart180 consists of a standalone suspension drive, a 3D camera, a 2D/3D LiDAR, sensors and an 
emergency stop button, and has an input/output interface to communicate with the upper module. 
The GoCart180 system also complies with ISO 13482 PL d level safety to ensure the robot's safety when 
operating in a public environment.

1.2 Key Features
 • Supports linking with robot control system (FMS) and the upper MES and WMS
 • SLAM and navigation based on Yujin 3D LiDAR
 • Automatic door and Smart elevator interface via FMS
 • Certified PL-d level safety systems (EN ISO 13482)

1.3 Manual Introduction
 • User Manual: This is the basic user manual for installing and operating the robot. (Current document)
 • Software User Manual: This is the software user manual for the operation of the robot. 
 • Service Manual: This is the service manual for the maintenance service of the robot.
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2. Safety Precautions

This GoCart complies with safety requirements in accordance with standard ISO 13482. Inappropriate 
use can lead to personal injury and damage to property.
Please read the operating instructions before using the GoCart for the first time. They contain 
important information on the safety, use, and maintenance of the GoCart. This will prevent both 
personal injury and damage to the appliance.
Yujin Robot expressly and strongly advises that you read and follow the instructions in the “Safety” 
section as well as the safety instructions and warnings.
Yujin Robot cannot be held liable for injury or damage caused by non-compliance with these 
instructions.
Keep these operating instructions in a safe place and pass them on to any future owner.
Switch the GoCart off before any maintenance work and cleaning and if it is not going to be used for 
an extended period. It should also be switched off when dealing with problems. To do so, turn off the 
software power button on the side of the GoCart, then turn off the hardware power switch inside the 
GoCart. The same should be done if you notice any unusual behavior with your GoCart.

2.1 Definition
The following instructions are intended to ensure your safety and prevent property damage. Please read 
the information below and use the system carefully.

Warning
To avoid dangerous situations that may result in serious injury or death, the user must 
comply with the instructions.

Caution
To avoid situations that may result in minor injury or product damage, the user must 
comply with the instructions.

Note
To avoid situations that may result in property damage, the user must comply with the 
instructions.
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2.2 General Safety Precautions

Warning
1. Only use genuine chargers.
2. Do not use the robot to transport a person.
3. Do not attempt to disassemble and reassemble the product.
 • Such work may only be performed by an authorized technician.

4. Do not use or operate the robot near open flames (stove, candle, radiator, etc.).
5. Do not park it on a slope.
6. Do not operate the robot on a slope greater than 4.76°.
7. Do not use the robot on damp or wet floors as the robot's drive wheels may slip. This 

may affect the braking and accuracy of the robot.
8. Do not overload the robot. If the maximum load on the upper part of the robot is 

exceeded, a rollover may occur and the load may be dropped.
 • On a flat floor: 180 kg or less (including loader, rack, etc.)
 • On a slope/sill/carpeted floor: 120 kg or less (including loader, rack, etc.)

9. To ensure the safe operation of the robot, check the specifications for the center of 
gravity for various payloads. (See “4.9.2 Center of Gravity Specifications According to 
Load” of page 48)

10. Secure the load to prevent overturning or falling. 
11. Do not load while moving.
12. Be careful not to get your hair or fingers caught in the product. 
13. Be sure to turn off the power when inspecting or maintaining the robot.
14. In case of an emergency, press the [Emergency Stop] button immediately.
15. If the robot emits smoke or a strange odor, turn off the power.
16. Do not overwork or drive the robot.
17. The user must operate the robot from a distance of at least 200 mm.
18. Do not operate it in an environment with an escalator.
19. Do not operate it near stairs less than 150 mm high.

Fall not detectable

Robot

660

340

(Unit: mm)

100

Warning
The robot will not detect a fall if the height of the stair step is less than 150 mm. 
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Caution
1. Only use the robot indoors.
2. Liquid objects should be stored in a container to prevent spillage.
3. Remove all potentially damaged objects from the path of the robot.
4. Do not intentionally interfere with the robot's progress.
5. When you need to stop the robot immediately, press the [Emergency Stop] button. 
6. Do not artificially move the robot's position without reason.
7. Do not use the robot in environments with thresholds higher than 10 mm in height.
8. Use it on flat surfaces (do not use it on unpaved floors).
9. When creating a map, exclude dangerous areas.
 • Remove obstacles that LiDAR cannot detect, such as glass doors and glass walls.
 • Remove step spaces.

10. A separate interface is required to go through the automatic door.
11. Do not delete or modify any part of the software.
12. Minimum operating width of 1500 mm is required for mapping. 
13. Do not wipe with volatile substances when handling or cleaning the product.
14. Before using the robot, make sure that all surface parts have been correctly assembled.
15. Do not use near products with high electronic or magnetic shock.
16. After repairing or replacing the wheel or motor of the robot, the suspension must be 

adjusted. Check the suspension adjustment page of the Service Manual for details.

Note
1. Make sure that the sensor is free of debris and scratches.
2. Do not place obstacles, especially small objects or cables, in the path of the robot.
3. The robot should not be used in high- or low-temperature environments, nor should it 

be used in very dry or humid environments.
 • Use only at recommended temperatures and humidity.

 - Recommended temperature: 5°C ~ 40°C 
 - Recommended humidity: 10 % ~ 80 % 
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2.3 [Emergency Stop] Button
The robot has two [Emergency Stop] buttons attached to the right and left. Pressing the [Emergency Stop] 
button activates the safety circuit inside the robot and stops the robot. 
1. If a dangerous situation occurs or the robot needs to be stopped, press the [Emergency Stop] button. 

2. To restart the robot, turn the [Emergency Stop] button clockwise. Check that the [Start] button is 
blinking then press the [Start] button.

2.4 Safe Use Environment
The robot should be used in the following environments.
 • Recommended slope surface: Maximum 4.76°
 • Recommended temperature: 5°C ~ 40°C 
 • Recommended humidity: Maximum 80 % 

Warning
Do not use the robot in the following situations.
 • An extremely hot, humid, or cold environment
 • Dangerous environments
 • Transportation of people or large products

 - See “4.9 Top Loader Design” of page 47 for recommended load dimensions. 
 • Outdoor use
 • Use by children

 - Do not allow children to use the robot.
 • Use on uneven floors

 - The robot system should be used on a flat floor or in a wheelchair accessible area 
(maximum 4.76°).

 • Overloading
 - Do not overload the robot. If the maximum load on the upper part of the robot is 

exceeded, a rollover may occur and the load may be dropped.
 > On a flat floor: 180 kg or less (including loader, rack, etc.)
 > On a slope/sill/carpeted floor: 120 kg or less (including loader, rack, etc.)

 • Dark space
 - Do not operate the robot in a dark environment (unstable docking).
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2.5 Charging Precautions

Warning
1. Do not install the charging station on a wet floor.
2. Use the product only in a 100 V ~ 240 V AC environment.
3. Disconnect the power cable before maintaining the robot.
4. The charging station should only be installed indoors. 
5. The charging station should be installed on flat ground.
6. Do not use a damaged charging station. Please contact your local dealer for assistance.
7. Make sure that the charging terminal of the charging station is correctly aligned with 

the charging terminal of the robot.

Robot

Caution
1. The charging station should be secured against a flat wall.
2. Do not touch the charging terminal of the charging station with wet hands.
3. Allow a space of 1.8 m (width) x 1.6 m (depth) for the discharging or charging process. 
4. Do not change the position of the charging station without reason.
5. The charging station should be secured to the ground and wall using the levers on the 

floor and back.
6. Do not install the charging station in a damp place.

Note
1. Protect the charging station from dust or dirt.
2. Do not cover the visual markers on the charging station.
3. Ensure that there are no foreign substances around the charging terminals of the 

charging station.
4. Please consider the ambient sunlight and lighting during installation.
 • Avoid direct sunlight on the robot's camera and the marker on the charging station.
 • Be careful that ambient light does not cause reflections of the visual marker coating 

attached to the charging station.
 • It is recommended that the charging station be installed in a place without windows (a 

place unaffected by sunlight).
 • Avoid light sources that exceed the luminance standards of your office or factory.
 • Fluorescent lamps from above provide adequate illumination.

 - Recommended illuminance: 300 ~ 1,000 (lux)
5. If the charger fails to charge properly due to a malfunction or insufficient power, the 

robot's LED indicator will flash red (meaning an error condition) and will emit a beeping 
sound. For more information, see “4.7 LED Color and Robot Status” of page 43.
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2.6 Battery Precautions
 • Battery type: Cylindrical 18650 lithium ion NCM
 • Battery disposal: Follow the local laws and regulations when disposing of batteries. 

Warning
1. Be sure to use the manufacturer's genuine charger to avoid overvoltage of the battery.
2. Avoid letting the battery become completely discharged during storage.
3. To avoid under-voltage of the battery, keep the battery voltage above 23 V during 

storage.
4. Do not use batteries other than those supplied with the robot.
5. Do not allow the battery to get wet.
6. Do not disassemble or apply physical impact to the battery.
7. Do not disconnect or connect the robot battery without technical reasons.
8. Use a D-type fire extinguisher to extinguish a fire in the battery.
9. The battery may only be replaced by a dealer or an authorized technician. 
10. The battery may be used within a certain temperature range.
 • Operating and storage temperature ranges vary depending on the battery.

 - 1 year: -20° ~ 25°C 
 - 3 months: -20° ~ 45°C
 - 1 month: -20 ~ 60°C 

 • The charging temperature range is 0°C (32°F) ~ 45°C (110°F).
11. Connect the terminals correctly when charging.
12. If the device will not be in use for a long time or before shipping, turn off the battery.
13. If battery acid gets into your eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water, avoid rubbing 

your eyes, and seek medical attention. 
14. Do not modify or disassemble the battery. If the battery is damaged, may result in 

swelling, fire, heat generation, or bursting.
15. Do not remove the warranty seal sticker attached to the battery unit, as it otherwise 

voids the warranty.

Caution
Battery disposal must comply with local laws and regulations.

Note
1. Battery life can be guaranteed in a rigid floor environment and fully charged at room 

temperature (25°C)
2. A fully discharged battery may be charged only by directly connecting the charger to 

the robot.
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2.7 Safety Sensor
The robot includes the following safety sensors.

Front & Left Back & Right

Sensor Name Quantity 
(ea)

Recognizable Range 
(When Robot is Attached)

PL-d Certified 
Sensor

(Functional 
Safety Applied)

2D LiDAR 4
 • Horizontal angle: -130° ~ +130°
 • Horizontal distance: Maximum 4 m

O

Staircase Detection 
Sensor 8  • Distance: Maximum 0.6 m (obstacle 

detection distance) O

Ground Detector 
Sensor 4  • Vertical distance: Maximum 0.15 m O

3D LiDAR 2

 • Horizontal angle: -120° ~ +120°
 • Horizontal distance: Maximum 4 m 

(Provided that when using SLAM, the 
maximum distance is 25 m)

 • Vertical angle: -30° ~ +40°

X

Ultrasonic
Sensor

A type 8  • Distance: Maximum 0.5 m (obstacle 
detection distance) X

B type 4  • Distance: Maximum 0.5 m (obstacle 
detection distance) X

3D camera

A type 1
 • Horizontal angle: -30° ~ +30°
 • Horizontal distance: Maximum 1.5 m
 • Vertical angle: 49.5°

X

B type 2
 • Horizontal angle: -28° ~ +28°
 • Horizontal distance: Maximum 2 m
 • Vertical angle: 88.8°

X

Wi-Fi Cover 2  • Wi-Fi Antenna X

Fig. 1: Safety Sensor Range
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2.7.1 Recognition Range of Safety Sensor

2.7.1.1 Recognition Distance of Safety Sensor

2D LiDAR/3D LiDAR 2D LiDAR/3D LiDARUltrasonic Sensor

Ground Detector Sensor

Ultrasonic Sensor 3D Camera

Staircase Detection Sensor

Max. 4 0.5 0.15 0.5 0.6 2 Max.4

(단위: m)

Back Front

Robot

Fig. 2: Recognition Distance of Safety Sensor

2.7.1.2 Recognition Range of PL-d Certified Sensor

Staircase Detection 
Sensor (8 ea)

Ground Detector 
Sensor (4 ea)

2D LiDAR
(4 ea)

Fig. 3: Recognition Range of PL-d Certified Sensor
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2.7.1.3 Recognition Range of Non-PL-d Certified Sensor

3D LiDAR
(2 ea)

Ultrasonic Sensor
 A type (8 ea)

Ultrasonic Sensor
 B type (4 ea)

3D Camera
A type (1 ea)

3D Camera
B type (2 ea)

Fig. 4: Recognition Range of Non-PL-d Certified Sensor
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2.7.2 2D LiDAR

2.7.2.1 Detectable Obstacle Conditions
2D LiDAR detects an object as an obstacle when it is at least 70 mm in diameter and at least 100 mm in 
height and runs collision avoidance.

Robot

최소 100 mm

Obstacle

최소 70 mm

Fig. 5: Obstacle Conditions Detectable by 2D LiDAR

Warning
2D LiDAR does not recognize an object if the object is less than 70 mm in diameter or less than 
100 mm in height. Check the minimum criteria for an object to be detected as an obstacle.
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2.7.3 Staircase Detection Sensor
The robot calculates the fall detection distance when driving forward through the staircase detection 
sensor. In an environment where there is a risk of falling, the robot can detect the step difference in the 
staircase and prevent falls. 

2.7.3.1 Detectable Step Conditions
1. When there is no step
The fall detection distance of the staircase detection sensor on a flat floor is approximately 560 mm. 

Robot

(Unit: mm)

560340
Fall detectable

Fig. 6: Detectable Step Conditions - When there is no step

2. If the height of the step is greater than or equal to 150 mm
The robot can detect a fall if the height of the step is greater than or equal to 150 mm. In this case, the fall 
detection distance is at least 770 mm and the margin of clearance is approximately 10 mm. 

Robot

150 Fall detectable

770

340

Fig. 7: Detectable Step Conditions - If the height of the step is greater than or equal to 150 mm

2.7.3.2 Undetectable Step Conditions
1. If the height of the step is less than or equal to 150 mm
The robot will not detect a fall if the height of the step is less than 150 mm.

Robot

Fall not detectable
660

340

100

Fig. 8: Undetectable Step Conditions - If the height of the step is less than or equal to 150 mm

Warning
The robot will not detect a fall if the height of the stair step is less than 150 mm. 
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2.7.3.3 Avoiding Reflective Noise
For smooth operation of the robot, the staircase detection sensor can detect and avoid noise caused by 
floor and wall reflections. The fall detection distance of the staircase detection sensor on a flat floor is 
approximately 560 mm. When the robot detects a reflected noise that exceeds the fall detection distance, it 
performs the following actions to avoid the noise.

 • Avoidance Through Forward Motion
This is when the robot moves forward and detects a reflected noise that exceeds the fall detection distance.
1. When driving at least 0.4 m/s, the robot can advance up to 180 mm from the starting point where it 

detects a reflected noise. The robot can advance up to 230 mm when driving at low speeds below 0.4 
m/s. As the robot moves, it will pass through the point where the reflected noise is generated.

2. If no more falls are detected, the robot will avoid the reflected noise and move.

Robot Robot

 • Up to 180 mm forward when driving at 
more than 0.4 m/s

 • Up to 230 mm forward when driving at 
low speeds below 0.4 m/s

Advanced DistanceStarting Point
Point where the 
Reflected Noise 
is Generated

Fall detection 
distance exceeded

Fig. 9: Avoiding Reflective Noise - Avoiding Through Forward Motion

 • Avoidance Through Rotational Motion
This is when the robot is rotating left or right and detects a reflected noise that exceeds the fall detection 
distance.
1. The robot rotates 14.32° from the starting point where it detects a reflected noise. As the robot 

moves, it will pass through the point where the reflected noise is generated.
2. If no more falls are detected, the robot will avoid the reflected noise and move.

Point where the 
Reflected Noise is 

Generated

Rotated Angle

Starting Point

Fall detection 
distance exceeded

Robot

Robot Rotate 14.32°

Fig. 10: Avoiding Reflective Noise - Avoiding Through Rotational Motion

 

Warning
If you wish to use the robot in an environment with a lot of reflective noise (e.g., freight 
elevator: a shiny space covered with stainless steel) you may set the cliff sensor function to 
Disabled. However, if the function is disabled, the safety of the function of the cliff sensor will 
not be guaranteed and the function is changed from the PL-d to the non-PL-d. 
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2.7.4 Ground Detector Sensor
The robot calculates the fall detection distance when driving backwards through the ground detector 
sensor. In an environment where there is a risk of falling, the robot can detect the step difference in the 
staircase and prevent falls.

2.7.4.1 Detectable Step Conditions
1. When there is no step
The fall detection distance of the ground detector sensor on a flat floor is approximately 38 mm.

Robot

(Unit: mm)

38
Fall detectable

Fig. 11: Detectable Step Conditions - When there is no step

2. If the height of the step is greater than or equal to 50 mm
The robot can detect a fall if the height of the step is greater than or equal to 50 mm. 

Robot

Fall detectable

50 

Fig. 12: Detectable Step Conditions - If the height of the step is greater than or equal to 50 mm

2.7.4.2 Undetectable Step Conditions
1. If the height of the step is less than or equal to 50 mm
The robot will not detect a fall if the height of the step is less than 50 mm. 

Robot

40

Fall not detectable

Fig. 13: Undetectable Step Conditions - If the height of the step is less than or equal to 50 mm

Warning
The robot will not detect a fall if the height of the step is less than 50 mm. 
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2.8 Functional Safety

2.8.1 Functional Safety Introduction
The safety standards for moving robots must comply with the international ISO 13482 standard. It aims 
to solve predictable problems by assessing the level of risk the robot poses to humans during operation. 
It refers to a design method related to safety design to prevent or avoid hazardous situations using three 
categories of hardware, control, and notification. 
Yujin Robot satisfies the PL-d safety conditions by using a dual structure consisting of individual groups of 
[Input], [Logic], and [Output].
To achieve this, the robot must autonomously check its surroundings in real time from the firmware level. 
The [Protective Field] must be established to detect objects around the robot using LiDAR.

Warning
To avoid accidental situations, keep the operating speed below 0.5 m/sec and the turning 
speed below 10°/sec.

Note
2D LiDAR connected to a functional safety (FuSa) module detects an object as an obstacle 
when it is at least 70 mm in diameter and at least 100 mm in height and runs collision 
avoidance.

Caution
1. If there is a foreign substance on the sensor itself, the robot can detect the foreign 

substance as an obstacle and stop. In this case, the user must check and remove any 
foreign substances from the sensor so that the functional safety (FuSa) can operate 
properly.

2. With regard to transparent objects such as glass, we cannot guarantee that the robot 
will be able detect this. To use the robot with a transparent object, the user must take 
appropriate measures to avoid any hazards posed by these objects. 
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2.8.2 Functional Safety List

ID Functional Safety Items Description PL/Structure 
Category

SF-001 Collision Prevention - 
Forward Prevents collisions to the front PL d, cat.3

SF-002 Collision Prevention - Side/
Rear Prevents collisions to right, left, or rear PL b, cat.B

SF-003 Emergency stop with 
emergency button Emergency stop of the operator or employee PL d, cat.3

SF-004 Stop protection by external 
request

Emergency stop at the request of an external 
device PL d, cat.3

SF-005 Protection stop output

To send a “stop request” on the GPIO 
output when the robot detects the following 
conditions
 • The machine is moving
 • System internal failure detected or system 

initialization not completed

PL d, cat.3

SF-006 Safe mute

Mute anti-collision under the following 
conditions
 • Docking/Undocking
 • Recovery motions

PL d, cat.3

SF-007 Overspeed detection Stops the robot in case of overspeed PL d, cat.3

SF-008 Release safe brake To turn off motor power when the brake is 
released PL d, cat.3

SF-009 Change safe mode Restricts the Protective Field in the [Manual] 
drive mode PL c, cat.3

SF-010 Step detection and stop Avoid driving on hazardous surfaces such as 
stairs PL d, cat.3

SF-011 Safe mute for step detection Restricts related functions to enter the elevator PL d, cat.3
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2.8.3 Protective Field
As shown in the figure below, the robot will create various [Protective Field] to prevent collisions with 
surrounding obstacles or people. If an obstacle is detected in the area, the robot will slow down or 
immediately stop. Depending on the robot's dimensions, the range of the Protective Field varies. 

Robot

Fig. 14: Various Protective Fields

Color Zone Type Zone Name Definition
Static (fixed area 
regardless of the 
robot's speed)

Contact Zone
If an obstacle is detected within 50 mm 
from the robot, the robot will immediately 
stop. Performs the virtual bumper function.

Dynamic 
(area that can 
be changed 

according to the 
robot's speed)

Dynamic protected 
sop zone

The robot stops immediately when an 
obstacle is detected. The robot resumes the 
task when an obstacle is detected.

Deceleration Zone 
(Inside)

The robot’s speed slows to 80% when an 
obstacle is detected.

Deceleration Zone 
(Outside)

The robot’s speed slows to 90% when an 
obstacle is detected.

When placing a larger load than the robot on top of the robot, the user must reset the system to the 
extended Protective Field corresponding to the size of the load. 

Robot

A load larger than the robot

Fig. 15: Extended Protective Field for loads larger than the robot

Warning
If the user has not set [Protective Field] or entered an incorrect value while adding a larger 
load than the robot, the robot may not stop before the load collides with an obstacle. The 
speed ranges from 0.1 m/s to 1.0 m/s, and the sensor scan time, system delay, braking 
distance and limit time must be recalculated and set in the system depending on the loader 
size.
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2.8.4 Protective Field Execution
The robot drive mode [Joystick] switch adjustment key allows setting the robot drive mode [Joystick]. 
The [Protective Field] function can be executed in the set robot drive mode.

Fig. 16: Robot Drive Mode [Joystick]

1. Autonomous drive [Auto] mode: Used when the robot uses the autonomous driving function.

 • Enable all [Protective Field]

2. Manual drive [Manual] mode: Used when manually controlling the robot using a joystick.

 • Enable all [Protective Field] when driving at speeds above 0.2 m/s

 • Disable some [Protective Field] when driving at speeds below 0.2 m/s.
 • Turn on or off the [Protective Field] disable function in [Manual] drive 

mode via the robot software (Default: Disable function off).

Caution: The user must be within the immediate range of being able to press 
the [Emergency Stop] button on the robot for safety.

Note
For safety reasons, you can disable some but not all of the [Protective Field].

Caution
The robot drive mode [Joystick] switch adjustment key must be removed from the robot 
before the robot is driven. Please store the removed key in a safe place. 
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2.8.5 Disable Protective Field
For the safety of the robot, the [Protective Field] must always be enabled. However, in some cases, 
[Protective Field] may cause problems for the robot to perform tasks. It is possible to disable [Protective 
Field] only in certain situations set up for this purpose. Disabling Protective Field can be set in the following 
two ways.

2.8.5.1 Disable Unidirectional
Disables the [Protective Field] in front of the robot by sending a command from the robot's single board 
computer (SBC) to the functional safety (FuSa) module to perform the [Disable Unidirectional].

Fig. 17: Reversing the Robot to Avoid Obstacles

Fig. 18: Reversing the Robot from the Charging Station

Caution
The following features are restricted in [Disable Unidirectional].

Type Definition
The robot cannot move in the direction where [Protective Field] is disabled. (The 
robot can move in the opposite direction of the disabled zone. The functional safety 
(FuSa) board has a double structure to ensure safety.)
Timeout 30 seconds (the functional safety (FuSa) module automatically re-enables 
[Protective Field] without command from SBC.)
 • Default docking time: 120 seconds (if using FMS, follow the FMS settings) 
 • Default docking attempts: 5 times

The speed limit is 0.2 m/s (the speed   is limited because part of [Protective Field] is 
off.)
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2.8.5.2 Disable Docking
The [Protective Field] in front of the robot is enabled until the robot reaches a distance of 150 mm from 
the charging station. When the robot reaches a point 150 mm away from the docking station, the SBC 
sends the [Disable Docking] command to the functional safety (FuSa) module to temporarily disable the 
[Protective Field] in the direction the robot is attempting to dock. If docking succeeds or fails, it re-enables 
the [Protective Field].

Fig. 19: Process by which the Robot Reaches the Charging Station

Caution
The following features are restricted in [Disable Docking].

Type Definition

The robot can move in the direction where [Protective Field] is disabled (in the 
direction of the charging terminal).

Timeout 30 seconds (the functional safety (FuSa) module automatically re-enables 
[Protective Field].)
 • Default docking time: 120 seconds (if using FMS, follow the FMS settings) 
 • Default docking attempts: 5 times

The speed limit is 0.2 m/s (the speed   is limited because part of [Protective Field] is 
off.)
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2.8.6 Change Docker Protective Field
[Docker] is a parking space designed for the robot's size. Therefore, when the robot enters the docker 
with a load larger than itself, the size of the [Protective Field] set by the user must be temporarily changed 
according to the shape and size of the robot plus the load as shown in the figure below. After resizing the 
[Protective Field] appropriately, use [Disable Docking] as before to perform docking.

Fig. 20: [Protective Field] is changed when the robot enters the docker

The figure below describes the process by which the robot exits the docker. When the robot exits the 
docker and undocks, the size of the robot will change to an extended [Protective Field] set by the user.

Fig. 21: [Protective Field] is changed when the robot exits the docker.

Caution
1. No persons or objects shall enter the docking area (within the 2.5m X 1.5m of the 

charging station).
 • For safety reasons, the docking or undocking process will be canceled if there is a 

person or object within the charging station. 
2. During the docking and undocking process, there should be no people or objects within 

150 mm of the robot. (If there is a person or object within 150 mm in front of the robot, 
the robot will not stop due to Disable.)
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2.8.7 Functional Safety Certification
GoCart180 complies with the following directives.
 • Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
 • EMC Directive 2014/30/EU
 • RE Directive 2014/53/EU

Please refer to the relevant harmonized standards used or technical specifications declared conformity, 
where applicable as follows.

Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
EN ISO 13482:2014
EN 60204-1:2018
EN ISO 12100:2010

EMC Directive 2014/30/EU

EN 61000-6-4:2007
EN 61000-6-2:2019
EN 61000-3-2: 2014
EN 61000-3-3:2013

RE Directive 2014/53/EU

EN 300 328 V2.1.1
EN 301 893 V2.1.1
ETSI EN 301 489-1 V2.1.1
ETSI EN 301 489-17 V3.1.1
EN ISO 12100: 2010
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3. Unpackaging
This section describes how to unpack the packaging. Pallets must be lifted using a forklift. 

Note
The color and shape of the product shown in the photo may differ from the actual product. 

3.1 Release Safety Device

Caution
Before unpacking
1. Do not unpack near flammable materials.
2. Wear gloves to protect your hands from crate nails.
3. Wear close-toed shoes.

3.2 Check Components
The shipping package includes the following components.

Item Quantity Size Description
GoCart180 1 Robot device
Charging Station 1 Charging station device
AC Power Cord (CEE7/7) 1 1.5 m Charging station power cord (220 V)
Charging Station Bracket 1 For fixing the charging station
FMS Server 1 Intel NUC (optional)
Joystick 1
Robot Cover Key 2 For robot rear cover, for control button cover
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3.3 Unpackaging Order
Follow the steps below for unpacking.

1. Before starting to unpack, make sure there is enough space around the crate as shown below. 
Sufficient space is required to safely install the ramps and unload the robot from the crate.

Sufficient Space

Crate

2400 mm

3400 mm 

2. Check the front panel opposite the arrow mark on the top cover.

Front Panel

Rear Panel

Arrow Mark

3. Remove this top cover by removing the fixing screws (12).

Top Panel

Caution
Be careful when moving heavy objects. Two people must jointly lift the top cover from both 
sides.
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4. Remove the screws (8) on the supports that support the side panels.

5. Cut the plastic strap that wraps the supports and take out the struts (2).

Plastic Strap
Struts (2)

6. Remove the component box bundle and cut the plastic straps to separate the box.

Component Box

7. Check the robot cover keys (2) inside the component box and keep the keys in a safe place for use in 
the next step.

Robot Cover Keys (2)

8. Remove the front panel by removing the fixing screws (9).

Front Panel
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9. Remove the left panel by removing the fixing screws (7).

Left P
anel

10.  Remove the foam blocks surrounding the robot. 

Front

11. Place the top cover in front of the crate to use it as a ramp to move the robot. Align both edges of the 
top cover (ramp) with the arrow mark on the crate.

Crate Front
Top Cover

(Ramp)

Arrow Mark

12. Open the rear cover of the robot using the supplied robot cover key.

Rear Cover Keyhole
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13. Turn on the robot's hardware switch (up direction).

Turn on the 
hardware switch
(up direction)

14. Find the brake switch on the left side of the robot. Turn off the brake switch (right direction).

Turn off the brake switch 
(right direction)

15. Remove the charging station unit from the crate.

Charging station device

16. Using the top cover (ramp), roll the robot slowly to the floor. 
 

Caution
Be careful when moving heavy objects. Two people need to lift the robot slowly to move it.
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3.4 Battery Check (Optional)
If the battery is supplied separately, check the following.
1. Please refer to “2.6 Battery Precautions” of page 13.
2. Check battery voltage (trigger terminal short):
 • As long as the battery voltage is greater than 25 volts, it can be used as it is.
 • If the battery voltage is below 25 V, install the battery on the robot and start charging. You may turn 

on the robot, but it is not recommended to run the motor.
 • If the battery voltage is below 23 V, remove the battery from the robot and start charging 

immediately. Do not turn on the robot in this case. 
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4. Before Using Robot

4.1 Product Dimensions

420

730

(Unit: mm)

525

Robot

Fig. 22: Product Dimensions
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4.2 Product Name and Function

Control Button11

Cable Connector10

Emergency Stop 
Button

12
Ultrasonic Sensor 9

Charging Terminal 6

User Interface 8

Wi-Fi Cover 7

3D Camera 1

Staircase 
Detection Sensor

2

3D LiDAR 3

Docking  
Assistant LED

4

2D LiDAR 5

Front Left

Top

Rear Right

Robot

Robot

Fig. 23: Product Structure and Name

Name Function
1 3D Camera Detects visual markers and obstacles
2 Staircase Detection Sensor Step detection and staircase fall prevention
3 3D LiDAR Obstacle detection / Zone mapping and localization
4 Docking Assistant LED LED illuminated when docking
5 2D LiDAR Obstacle detection / Zone mapping and localization

6 Charging Terminal A touch charging system with a charging station terminal

7 Wi-Fi Cover Wi-Fi Antenna

8 User Interface 1 HDMI, 1 LAN, 3 USB

9 Ultrasonic Sensor Senses obstacles
10 Cable Connector External cable connection

11 Control Button Robot system control and settings

12 [Emergency Stop] Button Turn off the motor
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4.3 Control Button
Controls and sets up the robot system using the control buttons and switches attached to the robot.

1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 24: Control Button

4.3.1 Software [Power] Button
The robot can be powered on or off by pressing the robot's software [Power] button for more than 3 
seconds.

4.3.2 [Start] Button
Turn on the robot's power and start operating the robot.
1. When the robot is powered on and the booting is complete, the LED of the [Start] button flashes 

green. Press the [Start] button to start operating the robot.

Resumes operation of the robot that has stopped moving due to some circumstances.
1. If the robot is temporarily stopped due to a system failure* while driving, the LED of the [Start] button 

flashes green. After resolving the problem, press the [Start] button to resume the robot’s operation. 
*System failure means that abnormal data was entered into the driver due to a sensor-related failure.

2. Once the [Emergency Stop] state is cleared, press the [Start] button to resume robot operation.

4.3.3 Drive Mode [Joystick]
It is a robot drive mode switch that sets autonomous drive [Auto] or manual drive [Manual].

4.3.3.1 Manual drive [Manual] mode settings
The joystick can be used to move the robot and to perform map drawings. For detailed instructions on how 
to use the joystick, see “4.8 Using Joystick” of page 45. 
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4.3.4 [Brake] Switch
It is a switch to enable [ON] or disable [OFF] the brake function. 

4.3.4.1 Brake Disable Setting
Disabling [OFF] the brake automatically disconnects the power to operate the motor. The robot cannot 
perform both autonomous and manual driving.

Caution
Disable [OFF] the brake only when the robot is stationary.

Note
1. If the robot does not move when the drive mode of the robot is in [Manual] drive mode 

(when the Joystick switch is in [Manual]), make sure the brake switch is Disabled [OFF] 
and change to Enabled [ON].

2. The robot is designed to automatically brake for safety if the battery runs out (less than 
10% of power remaining) while on the move. If the battery in the robot is completely 
discharged, the brake switch will not work. Therefore, the battery must be replaced 
or charged before the brake switch can be used after the battery has completely 
discharged. 

4.3.4.2 Manual Robot Movement
The robot can be manually moved with the brake disabled [OFF]. 
Push the robot to move it slowly. If the robot is moved too quickly, it may collide unexpectedly with 
other objects.

Note
Moving above a certain speed may cause a sharp deceleration. This is a temporary 
phenomenon that occurs in the motor driver.

4.3.5 [Cancel] Button
This button is currently unavailable.
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4.4 User Interface
The robot supports the following user interfaces. The user interface is located on the rear of the robot.
 • USB Port x 3
 • Lan Port x 1
 • HDMI x 1

HDMI LAN USB (3 ea)

Fig. 25: User Interface

Caution
If an external device (tablet, etc.) exceeds 5 W, do not connect power to the USB port. Instead, 
use a power supply such as a power bank.
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4.5 Cable Connectors
External cables can be connected to the robot via the cable connectors located on the top of the robot.

4.5.1 Connector Pinout Guide
Please refer to the following figures and tables for product connector pins and their descriptions.

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

1 2 3 4

Fig. 26: Connectors on Top of the Product

1  Power connector (1411652, Phoenix)
 • Supply voltage: 23 ~ 29 V
 • Supply current: max. 14 A

Image Pin Number Signal

1 VBAT

3 GND

2  EMG/Functional Safety I/O (1430446, Phoenix)
Image Pin Number Signal

1 EMG_NC11
2 EMG_NC12
3 EMG_NC21
4 EMG_NC22
5 FuSa IN_NC11
6 FuSa IN_NC12
7 FuSa IN_NC21
8 FuSa IN_NC22
9 FuSa OUT_NC11
10 FuSa OUT_NC12
11 FuSa OUT_NC21
12 FuSa OUT_NC22
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3  LED/Button Signal I/O (1430462, Phoenix)
Image Pin Number Signal

1 Not connected
2 Not connected
3 Not connected

4 Job start 
button_IN

5 Button_GND
6 Button_VBAT

7 Job start_LED 
control

8 Cancel button_
IN

9 Cancel_LED 
control

10 Not connected
11 Not connected
12 Not connected
13 Not connected
14 Not connected
15 Not connected
16 Not connected
17 Not connected

4  Ethernet Connector (HC-M-RJ45-08-GC-F/F) - RJ-45 Female
Image Pin Number Signal

� � � � � � � �

1 Tx+
2 Tx-
3 Rx+
4 Not connected
5 Not connected
6 Rx-
7 Not connected
8 Not connected
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4.6 Wiring Schematic

  FuSa OUT

  FuSa IN 

   EMG button 

   X button    O button 

Robot

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

3

1559602, phoenix 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

3

Button Signal I/O  
( , phoenix)1430462

EMG/Safety I/O 
( , Phoenix)1430446

Power Connector 
( , Phoenix)1411652

1559592, phoenix 

1419639, phoenix

X1 X2 X1 X2

13

14

15

16

17

13

14

15

16

17

[Robot] [External Device]

[Emergency Stop] 
Button

Functional Safety IN

Functional Safety OUT

O Button X Button

Fig. 27: Wiring Schematic
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4.7 LED Color and Robot Status
The LED light band around the robot indicates the robot's current operating status. For more information, 
see the following table.

8

5

3

1

4

2

6

7
GoCart180

Front

Fig. 28: Position of the Robot's LED Band (1 to 8)
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Fig. 29: LED Indicator Color Status

LED Dispaly (Light Indication)
Purpose:

For Whom:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Status System status Need_button_pressing 0.5s Cross blink

FuSa Emergency_button_Press Stay on

Emerg_Level_Error Emerg_Level_Error Cross blink

Alert_Level_Error Alert_Level_Error Cross blink

Firmware-FuSa Safety_Lidar Cross blink

Firmware-FuSa Safety_Encoder Cross blink

Firmware-FuSa Safety_GPIO 0.5s Cross blink

Firmware-FuSa Safety_Cliff 0.5s Cross blink

Firmware-FuSa Safety_Master 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 3s Cross Dim (Gradation)

Firmware-Control Master_error Cross blink

Firmware-Control Motor_error Cross blink

Firmware-Control Wheel_error 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 3s Dim (Gradation)

Reserved 3s Cross Dim (Gradation)

Firmware-Control-Sensor Sonar Cross blink

Firmware-Control-Sensor Cliff Cross blink

Firmware-Control-Sensor LED 0.5s Cross blink

Firmware-Control-Sensor Control_button 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 3s Dim (Gradation)

Reserved 3s Cross Dim (Gradation)

Sensor Lidar_3D Cross blink

Sensor Lidar_2D Cross blink

Sensor Depth_sensor_3D 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved b 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 3s Dim (Gradation)

Firmware-Driver Fusa_driver Cross blink

Firmware-Driver Control_driver Cross blink

Firmware-Driver Direct_sensor_driver 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 3s Dim (Gradation)

Reserved 3s Cross Dim (Gradation)

Software Process_not_running Cross blink

Software Over_resource_limitations Cross blink

Reserved 0.5s Blink

Reserved 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 3s Dim (Gradation)

Communication Communication_error 3s Cross Dim (Gradation)

SLAM Interpolation_error Burst

SLAM Create_Map_error Cross burst

Reserved 0.5s Blink

Reserved 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 3s Dim (Gradation)

Reserved 3s Cross Dim (Gradation)

Localization Not_ready Burst

BMS BMS_error 0.5s Blink

Operation-Charging Charging_failed Cross burst

Reserved 0.5s Cross blink

Reserved 3s Dim (Gradation)

Reserved 3s Cross Dim (Gradation)

Stuck Stuck_by_obstacle Burst

Stuck Docking_failed 0.5s Blink

Stuck Stuck_by_FuSa 0.5s Cross blink

Stuck Stuck_by_path_planning_failed Cross burst

Suspend mode by FMS Suspend 0.5s Cross blink

Stuck Motion_failed 0.5s Cross blink

System status Shutting_down Gradient

System status Booting 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0.5s Blink

System status Under_diagnosis 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 0.5s Blink

System status Oover_temperature Gradient

Operation-Charging Fully_charged Stay on

Operation-Charging Charging 6s Gradient

Power Low_battery 6s Gradient

Moving Moving_to_the_docker 0.5s Stay on

Moving Moving_undocking 0.5s Blink

Operation-Device Device_moving 0.5s Blink

Status & Priority

GroupCategory

Error

Status
Sequence (Tik) Sequence (Tok)

LED Pattern

Time Display Pattern

System status SLAM Stay on

Localization Need_place_recognition 0.5s Cross blink

System status Response_success - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

System status Response_fail - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

System status Create_Map_success - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Operation-Stop Paused Stay on

Operation-Moving Motion_stop - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Operation-Stop-Interaction Waiting_for_Human_Input 0.3s Blink

Operation-Stop-Interaction Waiting_for_system_trigger 1s Blink

Operation-Stop User_expression_1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Moving High_Speed_navigation 0.3s Blink

Moving Moving_backward 0.5s Blink

Operation-Moving User_expression_2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Operation-Moving Motion_elevator - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Operation-Moving Ccoming_through - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Operation-Moving Motion_moving - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Operation-Moving Moving_right 0.5s Blink

Operation-Moving Moving_left 0.5s Blink

Operation-Moving Mmoving_straight 0.5s Blink

Operation-Moving Manual_drive Stay on

Operation-Moving Autonomous_navigation Stay on

Status & Motion
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Item Description

1
LB (Left Bumper),
Deadman Switch 

The robot can be controlled by enabling the deadman switch by pressing 
the LB button. Hold down the LB (Deadman Switch) and press the button 
on the joystick. 

2
Mode
(Drive Control Mode)

Toggle the key to select the driving control mode (directional pad or control 
stick (left).

3 Directional Pad Controls the direction and speed of manual driving. Hold down LB 
(Deadman Switch) button to use.

4 Control Stick (Left) Controls the direction and speed of manual driving. Hold down LB 
(Deadman Switch) button to use.

5
RT (Right Trigger),
Turbo Mode 

Pressing the RT button (turbo mode) increases the robot's maximum speed 
value. 

6 Switch Operation To operate the joystick, hold the “X” orientation. The direction ‘D' warns of 
malfunction due to vibration.

7
Logitech
(Driving Mode)

Toggle the key to select the robot SLAM mode (mapping mode (SLAM) or 
autonomous driving mode (localization)). Hold down LB (Deadman Switch) 
button to use.

8 Control Stick (Right) This button has no function.

*Buttons not described in the figure have no function.

4.8 Using Joystick
The joystick can be used to move the robot in all directions and to perform other tasks such as map 
drawing. Follow the robot from behind when using the joystick to map zones. It is recommended to draw 
the entire area of the map first, and then draw the inside area. The inside zone must pass through the 
starting point location from which it was first mapped.

Set the robot to [Manual] drive mode to use the joystick.
1. Set the robot drive mode [Joystick] switch to [Manual].
2. Press the [Start] button to operate the robot.

4.8.1 Joystick Button Names
The names of the joystick buttons are as follows.

RT (Right Trigger),
Turbo Mode 

Switch Operation
LB (Left Bumper),
Deadman Switch 

XD

Top View

1

5

6

Logitech
(Drive Map Mode)

No function

Mode 
(Drive Control Mode)

Directional Pad

Control Stick (Left)

Top View

2

7

3

4 8
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4.8.2 Mapping with Joystick
 • Robot Control with Keypad

1. Make sure the switch operation on the front of the joystick is in the “X” direction.
2. Press the mode (drive control mode) button to illuminate the green light.
3. Move the robot to create a map by holding down LB (Deadman Switch) and pressing the directional 

pad.

LB (Left Bumper),
Deadman Switch 

XD

Top View

Switch Operation

Mode 
(Drive Control Mode)

Directional Pad

Top View

3-1

2

1

3-2

 • Controlling the robot with joystick
1. Make sure the switch operation on the front of the joystick is in the “X” direction.
2. Press the mode (drive control mode) button to turn off the green light.
3. Move the robot to create a map by holding down LB (Deadman Switch) and pressing the control 

stick (left).

LB (Left Bumper),
Deadman Switch 

XD

Top View

Switch Operation
3-1

1

Mode 
(Drive Control Mode)

Control Stick (Left)
Top View

2

3-2
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4.9 Top Loader Design

4.9.1 Top Loader Dimensions
The robot's top loader should be designed with the dimensions below taken into consideration.
 • Loader dimensions (Length x Width x Height): Up to 441 mm x 646 mm x 1000 mm 

* If there are no obstacles in the robot's driving path

(Unit: mm)

Up to 441

Robot Front

Up to 646

Robot Side

420
Up to 1000

적재함 적재함

Robot

Fig. 30: Top Loader Dimensions

Note
Be careful of collisions with obstacles or people when moving the robot equipped with a 
loader.
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4.9.2 Center of Gravity Specifications According to Load
The following figures show the center of gravity specifications for various loadings. For the safe operation 
of the robot, check the specifications presented. 

 • When the load is 100kg

Front Side

(Unit: mm)

 • When the load is 140kg

Front Side

(Unit: mm)
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 • When the load is 180kg

Front Side

(Unit: mm)

Caution
 • The robot cover can be damaged if a load above the reference is applied directly to the 

robot cover.
 • If the load is not properly positioned or secured, the load may fall or the robot may 

overturn, resulting in equipment damage or personal injury. 
 • The floor on which the robot is driving should be free from bumps and holes. Bumps 

and holes may cause the load to fall off the robot, resulting in equipment damage or 
personal injury. 
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4.10 Charging Station

4.10.1 Charging Station Dimensions

510 

40 

150 

(Unit: mm)

167 

378 
Fig. 31: Charging Station Dimensions

4.10.2 Charging Station Name

Charging Terminal (3 ea)1 LED Indicator (1 ea)2

Charging Foot (4 ea)3 Charging Stopper (2ea)4 Charger (1 ea)5

Fig. 32: Robot Charging Station Name
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Name Function
1 Charging Terminal Robot's charging terminal and the touch charging system

2 LED Indicator

Display the status of the charging station in LED color
LED Color Status

 Green Robot charging completed

 Orange Charging the robot

 Red

The robot is waiting to be charged or in an 
abnormal status
(OTP failure, OLP failure, fan failure, charging 
timeout, etc.)

3 Charging Foot Adjusts the charging station height 

4 Charging Stopper Adjustable space and support for installing the charging station 
against a wall

5 Charger Battery charger in the charging station (located inside)
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5. Robot Installation

5.1 Charging Station Installation

5.1.1 Select Installation Location (Recommended)
Find a suitable location to install the charging station.
 • Flat walls and floors.
 • Do not place any shiny or reflective material around the charging station.
 • Do not use the same charging station with the same visual marker in the same location. Doing so 

may result in localization errors, causing the robot to exhibit unexpected behavior. 
 • A certain level of ambient light (300 lux) must be projected onto the marker to avoid charging failure.
 • Charging requires free space (1800 mm (width) x 1600 mm (depth)). Do not place obstacles within 

the empty space. If charging fails, the robot will need more space to recover. This extra space is not 
required, but Yujin Robot strongly recommends this.

(Unit: mm)

Charging 
Station

1800 (width)

1600 (depth)Empty Space

Fig. 33: Empty Space for Charging
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5.1.2 Charging Station Installation
Install the charging station correctly.
1. Secure the charging station to the wall.
2. Adjust the height by turning the charging foot under the charging station. The height of the charging 

terminal must be the same as the charging station and the robot.
3. Turn the charge stopper toward the wall.
4. Manually slide the robot into the charging station terminal and position the robot in front of the 

charging station.
5. After completing the installation of the charging station, connect the power cord.

Caution
When using the charging station with a power strip, you must use a product with a rated 
capacity of 1500 W or more. Be careful when using a product with less than 1500 W as 
there is a risk of fire.

Note
 • When installing the first charging station, make sure that the battery in the charging 

station is fully charged.
 • Make sure the floor on which the charging station will be installed is flat and that the 

walls and floor are perpendicular to each other. 
 • To prevent the robot from becoming entangled with the cable, use a cable tie to 

organize the power cables and place them in the free space behind the charging station.

Fig. 34: Charging Station Installation (Front) Fig. 35: Charging Station Installation (Side)

Robot

Fig. 36: Charging Station Installation (Example)
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5.2 Powering On/Off Robot

5.2.1 Powering On Robot
1. Open the rear cover of the robot using the supplied robot cover key. 
2. Make sure that the trigger switch on the robot is on (indicated by 'I'). 

Trigger Switch On
(indicated by 'I')

Fig. 37: Trigger Switch

3. Turn on the robot's hardware power switch (up direction).
4. Close the rear cover of the robot using the supplied robot cover key.

Turn on the 
hardware switch
(up direction)

Fig. 38: Hardware Power Switch 

5. Open the robot's control button cover to turn on the software power button. Press the [Power] 
button and wait for the booting process to complete.

Fig. 39: Software [Power] Button

6. When the robot booting is complete, the LED of the [Start] button flashes green. Press the [Start] 
button to start operating the robot.

Fig. 40: [Start] Button
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Note
If the robot is not operating, check the operating conditions below.
 • The status of contact between the charging terminal of the charging station and the 

charging terminal of the robot
 • Robot charging status (The LED indicator on top of the charging station should be green 

or orange.)
 • Enable the brake [On]
 • Set the [Joystick] switch to autonomous driving [Auto]
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5.2.2 Localization
After the robot is powered on, the robot must locate itself by executing “localization.” First, the following 
conditions must be met to perform localization.
1. The robot must be charging at the charging station. (The LED indicator on top of the charging station 

should be green or orange.)
2. Localization must be carried out after completing the robot’s initial settings (Setup Wizard) in 

the RCM (Rocon Client Manager) software. Refer to the “YUJIN Robot Tools” software user manual 
provided for detailed execution method.

5.2.2.1 Localization Execution Order
When localization is performed, the robot recognizes its position by performing the following actions.
1. The robot reverses from the charging station (cleared from charging status)
2. Rotate 360° on the position and collect environmental information through the robot sensors.

5.2.3 Powering Off Robot

5.2.3.1 Safe Shutdown (Powering Off Software)
This is a common way to power off the robot.
1. Pressing the robot's software power switch for more than 3 seconds turns off the robot. See “Fig. 39: 

Software [Power] Button” of page 54.
2. Wait about one minute for the robot's power indicator to turn off.

5.2.3.2 Force Shutdown (Powering Off Hardware)
If the robot encounters a specific problem, power off the robot's hardware and troubleshoot the problem. 
Or if the robot will not be used for more than a week, the robot's hardware should be turned off.
1. Turn off the robot's hardware switch (left direction). See “Fig. 38: Hardware Power Switch” of page 

54.
2. Make sure the brake switch (Brake) is enabled [ON].
3. Make sure the [Emergency Stop] button is in the clear status (indicator off).
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5.3 Robot Charging
The robot supports two charging methods: Auto Mode and Manual Mode.

Note
When the product is shipped, the charging station is set to Auto Mode.

5.3.1 Using the Auto Mode
It is recommended that you use this charging method.

1. Check that the charging mode switch on the charging station is in Auto Mode (indicated by 'O'). 

Auto Mode 
(indicated by 'O')

Charging mode switch

Caution
 • The charging mode switch on the charging station must remain in the 'Auto Mode'. 

Never tamper with the settings. Charging may not work properly.
 • If an error occurs due to tampering with the settings, remove the power cord from the 

charging station, wait until the LED indicator on the top turns off completely (about 10 
seconds), and then reconnect the power cord.

2. Connect the supplied power cable to the back of the charging station.

Power Cable

Caution
To completely reboot the robot system, unplug and plug the power cord back in.
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3. Make sure that the LED at the top of the charging station is solid red. Indicates that the robot is ready 
to charge.

Charging Station LED 
Indicator

4. Position the robot's charging terminal and the charging terminal of the charging station in a straight 
line.

Charging 
terminal of 
charging station

Charging 
terminal of 

robot

5. When charging starts, the LED turns amber and the light will remain on.

6. Check the robot's charge status (remaining battery level display) in the RCM program (user interface 
screen → top bar center).
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5.3.2 Using the Manual Mode

1. Check that the charging mode switch on the charging station is in Auto Mode (indicated by 'O').

Auto Mode 
(indicated by 'O')

Charging mode switch

2. Connect the supplied power cable to the back of the charging station.

Power Cable

Caution
To completely reboot the robot system, unplug and plug the power cord back in.

3. Carefully disconnect the manual charging cable from the cable bracket.

Manual Charging Cable
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4. Connect the manual charging cable to the charging connector of the robot. 

Charging Connector (Robot)

Manual Charging Cable (Charging Station) 

Caution
Pay attention to the orientation of the connector pins when connecting the charging 
connector. Position the red dots on the manual charging cable and charging connector in a 
straight line before connecting them.

5. Change the charging mode switch on the charging station to the Manual Mode (indicated by 'I').

Manual Mode
(indicated by 'I')

Charging Mode Switch

Caution
The charging mode switch on the charging station must remain in the “Manual Mode.” Never 
tamper with the settings. Charging may not work properly.
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6. Make sure that the LED at the top of the charging station is solid red. Indicates that the robot is ready 
to charge.

Charging Station LED 
Indicator

7. When charging starts, the LED turns amber and the light will remain on.

8. Check the robot's charge status (remaining battery level display) in the RCM program (user interface 
screen → top bar center).

9. When robot charging is complete, change the charging mode switch to Auto Mode (indicated by 'O').

10. Disconnect the manual charging cable from the robot then reconnect it to the cable bracket of the 
charging station. Store the cables in the cable storage (empty space).
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5.3.3 If the robot battery is discharged

To start the engine when the robot's battery has fully discharged, follow this procedure.

1. Open the rear cover of the robot using the supplied robot cover key. 

Rear Cover Keyhole

2. Turn off the robot's hardware switch (down direction).

Turn off the 
hardware switch
(down direction)

3. Reset the robot's trigger switch. 
 • Reset Order: Default On (indicated by “I”) → Off (indicated by “O”) → On (indicated by “I”).

Turn on the 
hardware switch
(indicated by 'I')

4. Turn on the robot's hardware switch (up direction).

Turn on the 
hardware switch
(up direction)

5. Close the rear cover of the robot using the supplied robot cover key. 
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6. Perform the initial charging of the robot in a direct (manual) charging method. Refer to “5.3.2 Using 
the Manual Mode” of page 59 procedure in the previous step. Make sure that the robot has been 
charged for at least 30 minutes and that the robot's battery voltage is at least 24 V.

7. After the initial charging is completed, change the charging method to use the charging station for 
convenience. Refer to “5.3.1 Using the Auto Mode” of page 57 procedure in the previous step.
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5.4 Visual Marker Installation
The visual marker guides the robot to accurately dock and charge at the charging station.
 • We use Tag36h11, developed by the APRIL lab at the University of Michigan (https://april.eecs.umich.

edu/software/apriltag.html).
 • There are two visual markers, the Main Marker and Sub Marker.
 • Each marker has a unique ID. The ID is written on the top left of the left marker.
 • Each marker has a size of 60 mm x 60 mm.
 • The height of the marker center from the floor is 306 mm. This is equivalent to the height of the 3D 

camera attached to the robot.

(Unit: mm)

60

18
Main Marker Sub Marker

60

Marker ID

Fig. 41: Visual Marker Size

306

Fig. 42: Visual Marker Attachment Position
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5.5 Moving to the Charging Entry Position
To perform charging, the robot must be positioned within an entry position where the robot can detect the 
marker. 
The entry position range is shown in the figure below. Check the distance from the charging position to the 
center of the robot. The tolerance of the charging entry position is ±100mm.

(Unit: mm)

365

600

Margin ±100

Charging 
Station

Front

Center
Robot

GoCart180

Fig. 43: Charging Entry Position
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6. Maintenance

6.1 Cleaning and Maintenance
Parts that need periodic inspection and maintenance, maintenance intervals, and maintenance methods 
are as follows.

Maintenance Operation Scope of Activity Interval
1 Drive wheels and casters Remove dust and hair Replace as needed
2 3D/2D LiDAR sensor Remove dust with a clean cloth Every 3 months or as needed
3 3D camera Remove dust with a clean cloth Every 3 months or as needed

4 Battery Check if the battery discharges 
too quickly Replace annually or as needed

5 [Emergency Stop] Button
Check the operation of the 
[Emergency Stop] button - 
Press the [Emergency Stop] 
button and reset the button.

Every 3 months

6 Charging station terminals and 
robot charging terminals Remove dust with a clean cloth Every month

6.2 Troubleshooting
If you encounter any problems with your robot, please send an e-mail to sales@yujinrobot.com.
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Item Specifications
Physical Specification
Dimension (L x W x H) 730 mm x 525 mm x 420 mm (28.74" x 20.66" x 16.53")
Weight Around 130 kg (286.60 Ibs)

Container Loading Dimension 
(L x W)

Max. 646 mm x 441 mm (25.43" x 17.36")
*Please refer to “4.9.2 Center of Gravity Specifications According to 
Load” of page 48 for the height.

Performance

Max. Payload On flat floor: 180 kg (396.83 lbs)
On slope/threshold: 120 kg (264.55 lbs)

Operating Speed Max. 1 m/sec
Traversable Step Max. 10 mm
Traversable Gap Max. 30 mm
Slope 4.76 degree
Elevator Interface (multi floor 
delivery) Support

Noise Below 60 dB
Rotation Speed 50 deg/sec
Threshold (Front Direction) 10 mm
Threshold (Rear Direction) 10 mm
Docking Assistant LED Support
Electrical Specification
Input (Charger Part) AC 100 ~ 240 V, 50/60 Hz, 8.5 A 
Output (Charger Part) DC 29 V, 50 A
Input (Robot Part) DC 23 ~ 29 V (Nominal 25.8 V)
Consumption Current About 8 A (different from environment)
Allowable Voltage 23 V min (If below 23 V, automatically power off)
Certifications
Safety Standards CE, ISO 13482 (10 safety functions complying to ISO 13849-1)
Environmental Specification
IP Class IP2X

Wi-Fi Frequency
2.412 ~ 2.472 GHz, 
5.180 ~ 5.240 GHz, 5.260 ~ 5.320 GHz, 
5.500 ~ 5.700 GHz (Indoor use only)

Wi-Fi Power Wi-Fi Power 2.4 GHz band: below 20 dBm (EIRP)
5 GHz band: below 23 dBm (EIRP)

Temperature 40 degree
Humidity 70 %

7. Specifications

7.1 Robot Specifications
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Although this equipment can be operated in any EU member state, the frequency band 5,150 to 5,350 MHz 
is restricted to indoor use in the EU.

BE BG CZ DK DE EE IE
EL ES FR HR IT CY LV
LT LU HU MT NL AT PL
PT RO SI SK FI SE UK

Sensors
Obstacle Detection Pl-d (front) 2D LiDAR (TiM510)
Mapping 3D LiDAR (Yujin Robot)
Obstacle Detection Non Pl-d (top & 
front) 3D depth camera (Intel, Realsense)

Backward Detection 2D LiDAR (TiM510)
Docking 3D depth camera (Astra)
Glass Wall or Door Sonar (selectable on/off option)

Staircase Detection One point ToF sensor (selectable on/off option)
*The robot can detect a fall if the step height is more than 150 mm.

Ground Detector Sensor PSD Sensor
SLAM Specifications

Coverage

20,000 m2 (200 m ×100 m)
• Assumed that operates in normal environment
• Difficult environment:
- Passing through a narrow door when the robot navigates to
unknown area
- Many glass doors or mirrors

Normal speed 0.5 m/s
Max. speed 1.0 m/s(Not recommended)

Accuracy Dual LiDAR: ± 40 mm
* Assume that the robot is not disturbed by users, etc.

Tolerance of dynamic obstacle Less than 30 % (If the environment changed more than 30 %, the 
user must remap.)

Localizer Specifications
Difficult environment Many glass doors or mirrors
Max. speed 1.0 m/s

Accuracy "Dual LiDAR: ± 40 mm 
* Assume that the robot is not disturbed by users, etc."

Tolerance of dynamic obstacle Less than 30 % (If the environment changed more than 30 %, the 
user must remap.)
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Battery
Dimension (L x W x H) 400 mm x 205.5 mm x 80.6 mm (15.75" x 8.09" x 3.17")
Weight 10.5 Kg (23.15 Ibs)
Lithium-ion 25.83 V 75 Ah
Runtime Approx. 10 hours
Voltage DC 22 ~ 29 V (Nominal 25.8 V)
Charging Tpye Support autonomous charging & direct charging
Recharging Time Approx. 3 hours (10 % ~ 90 %)
Energy 1937 Wh

7.2 Charging Station Specifications
Item Specifications
Input AC 100 ~ 240 V, 50/60 Hz, 14 A
Electric current 50 A
Voltage DC 29 V
Power consumption 1,450 W
dimensions (L x W x H) 510 mm x 150 mm x 378 mm (20.07" x 5.90" x 14.88")
Weight 14 kg (30.86 Ibs)
Environmental 
Temperature -10° ~ +30°

LED Indicator 3 LED Colors (Green, Orange, Red)
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